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the classic story of the japanese attack on pearl harbor is told through the eyes of two boyhood
friends now serving as officers in the army air corps. rafe is an energetic young pilot who is selected
to fly with the british in europe while america is still not at war. after rafe is shot down and presumed

killed, danny comforts rafes former lover evelyn, and the two draw closer. but when rafe turns up
alive, the two former friends become enemies, and it is through the turmoil of pearl harbour that the
two might reconcile their differences. pearl harbor is based on the japanese attack on pearl harbor

on december 7, 1941, with the added drama of a love triangle between best friends rafe (ben
affleck), danny (josh hartnett), and evelyn (kate beckinsale). directed by michael bay and originally
released in 2001, the films all-star cast is rounded out by cuba gooding jr., tom sizemore, jon voight,
colm feore, alec baldwin, and more. i was distracted throughout: by the incomprehensible gender-
dysphoria of acting by the cast, and by the banality of the story, but managed to mostly not notice.

the story arc is simple: rafe forms a special mission to raid vital japanese facilities with a small group
of men on a hastily assembled navy ship. the raid goes well, but rafe and his group are intercepted

by the big carriers, and badly mauled. now he's been left behind and unlikely to return. the squadron
is split up to make their different way home to hawaii, where they must learn to live with the shame,

and the remaining family life. eva is engaged to rafe's best friend, and the film is about their
relationship.
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